Honda accord window regulator

The Honda Accord has become a benchmark for sedans. Luckily, CarParts. Our window
regulators are available in various configurations with a motor, without a motor, etc. Check out
our products today. The Honda Accord made its debut in as a three-door hatchback. The
window regulator is a mechanical assembly that's mounted inside the door panel. It's
responsible for regulating the movement of the glass in the car window. Most Honda Accord
power windows are equipped with a cable-type window regulator. It's often sold individually, in
kits or in sets of two or four. Following the success of the Civic, the Honda Accord made its
debut in as a three-door hatchback. The sedan variant was launched in Thus, the name Accord.
Since then, the Accord has been the benchmark for sedans. The Accord is best known for its
four-door sedan model, making it one of the best-selling cars in the United States since A
Honda Accord usually comes with power windows. By just pressing a window switch, you can
roll your window up or down. This wouldn't be possible without a window regulator. A window
regulator is a mechanical assembly that's mounted inside the door panel. It's often riveted
inside the car door using bolts and screws to prevent it from moving. It enables the window
glass to roll up and down with just a click or a push of a button. Power windows only became
popular towards the middle of the 20th century. Before this, crank-operated windows were
standard. One must turn it clockwise or counter-clockwise to roll the window up or down.
Mechanical crank-operated regulators use a mechanical regulator that shrinks and expands to
roll the windows up or down. Newer models have electric power windows. These are connected
to a window switch and are powered by a window motor. Most Honda Accord power windows
are equipped with this type of window regulator. Cable-driven window regulators have become
popular because they takes up less space. Their compact structure provides more room for
other safety devices like beams and airbags. A cable-driven regulator is composed of a metal
track that's mounted vertically inside the door. Just like any other device, a cable-type window
regulator can wear out. When the pulleys and cables inside snap, the glass will have the
tendency to fall inside the door. It is often sold individually, in kits, or in sets of two or four.
Some variants of the Honda Accord window regulator come with the motor, while some don't.
It's easy to detect a faulty cable-type window regulator. Because these are made of several
strands of wires, a worn-out cable produces a scratching noise when the window is rolled up or
down. There are other reasons why your car window might stop working aside from the window
regulator. There could be a problem with the window switch, wiring, or the window motor itself.
If your window doesn't roll up or down, or if you hear crackling sounds coming from it, it may
be time to have it checked by a trusted mechanic. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
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Honda Models:. About Honda Window Regulator As one of the smaller working components in
your vehicle, your Honda window regulator is designed to enable the driver or passenger to be
able to roll a window up or down to adjust the airflow in your automobile while you are cruising
down the freeway. Automobiles have been around for a relatively short while now, yet the
technologies that drive the industry are constantly changing and improving. Original design
versions of window regulators were manually operated via a crank that you would turn by hand.
Fortunately, in most modern vehicles today, the window regulators are powered via an electric
switch instead, which adds a lot of convenience in the process. Because Honda installs the
highest quality parts, most window regulators will keep working as long as you own your
vehicle. But even with such high standards, sometimes parts can wear out sooner than normal
requiring the need for a new replacement. So if your regulator ends up quitting on you one day
unexpectedly, it can become a nuisance to your vehicle's security or your comfort inside while

cruising. Do yourself a favor and buy your trusted automobile and brand new Honda window
regulator and get those windows working again! We, HondaPartsNow. This makes us a prime
choice for you when it comes to an online store for OEM Honda parts. All parts here are
guaranteed to be brand new and in a high specification. Also, all Honda parts are backed by the
manufacturer's warranty and shipped directly from Honda dealers. Yes, we do support
international shipping, and the part will be delivered to you wherever you are. Behind the
computer screen, there is a team of hard-working and experienced customer service associates
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